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22nd November - 21st December
CONNECTIONS
COLOURS Deep Blue, purple & white
PLANTS Rush, Oak and Fig
GEMSTONES Sapphire, Amethyst, Lapis Lazuli
METAL Tin
ANIMALS Horse and eagle.
Sagittarius is linked to the planet Jupiter, the Roman king of the gods. Jupiter relates to
luck and opportunity, learning and optimism. These are traits that this sign carries.
Elemental Influence for Sagittarius is Fire. The fire side of this character gives them
warmth and optimism. It also can make them as unpredictable as a bush fire!
KEYWORDS Philosophy & religion, Optimism & Positivity, Travel & freedom, Generosity
& honesty, Wit & Intuition, Justice & idealism, Animals and nature.
Sagittarius is a masculine, mutable, fire sign. They are generally happy souls who
approach life as an adventure. They have a yearn to see the world and also want to
understand its people. Sagittarians are said to fear rules and restrictions. They have a
great care for their fellow human beings and animals and they curse the fact that they
have to suffer in any way.
SAGITTARIAN CHILDREN typically have these characteristics: Is happy & playful,
expects to be loved by everyone, loves to meet new people, adores animals, is impulsive,
tend to get a lot of scrapes and bruises, is very trusting, never sits still and hates to be
alone.
HEALTH Over indulgence on food or drink can be this signs downfall, as can accidents
caused by their risk taking. Sagittarians suffer particularly from the hips, thighs, nerves
and arteries. Also, susceptible to rheumatism in the lower limbs as well as sciatica, gout
and nervous disorders. The lungs and throat are delicate and may be prone to bronchitis
and lung troubles. Body parts linked to a Sagittarian are: Pelvis, Sacrum, Hips, Ileac
arteries, Gluteus muscles, Sciatic nerve, femur and thighs.
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LOVE They are as obvious as a forest on fire. They find it hard to hide their feelings at the
best of times and when it comes to passion your intentions shine like a beacon. Their
greatest danger is they try to hard. Sagittarians always make their intentions clear but are
very sincere and straight forward. They like to feel constantly loved and needed.
Sagittarians are natural spouses, though they find it hard to abandon the fantasy of a one
night stand. They only ever deliver fidelity with the right partner and expect it back
completely. Sagittarians are typically compatible with Aries, Leo and Libra.
FAMOUS SAGITTARIANS Tina Turner, William Blake, Mark twain, Sir Winston Chruchill,
Jane Austen, Lodwig van Beethoven, Walt Disney, Steven Spielberg and Henri ToulouseLautree.

The wheel is complete - commenced in March 2009 and completed November 2009 - a nine month gestation. Each
zodiac signs sits within a repeating segment from which is sub divided (1.618) to show the sign illustration and it's
consolation below. All segments revolve around OM at the centre. Each sign illustration has spirals within it that
connects points of energy to the next in each direction. Now that it is finally completed the 12 are in place around 1 and
all consolations are joined in the space. Each individual star segment is a painting in its own right, ink on water colour
paper with the illustration drawn in white pastel. Check out your own star sign painting - high quality unframed or framed
greeting cards prints available at www.ourpsychicart.com to purchase.
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